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a b s t r a c t

The second-order hydrodynamics of a semisubmersible offshore wind turbine is investigated in this
paper by analyzing and proposing a set of different options for estimating the slow-drift motions during
its design. A case study consisting of a three-floater semisubmersible designed to support a 1.5Mw
turbine is considered. An experimental campaign focused on characterizing second-order surge response
was carried out and its most salient results are documented in the paper. The campaign was conducted in
two different facilities and comprised decay tests, regular, bichromatic and irregular waves. Wind has not
been considered in this phase of the research. Numerical modeling with frequency domain solver WAMIT
has been carried out. Due to location depth and mooring length restrictions, the natural periods of
horizontal excursions are smaller than those of well studied DeepCwind platform. This may change the
importance of the different second-order components, something investigated in present research by
comparing simplified and full Quadratic Transfer Functions (QTF) computations. Results obtained with
experiments and simulations are compared, focusing on the mean and slow-drift motions and forces. It is
shown that the Newman approximation underestimates the second-order response in some cases while
the white noise model retains the main physics involved, a novel result which may change the paradigm
for mooring design of these artifacts in the near future.

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The interest of the electric power generation sector in floating
offshore wind turbines (FOWTs) is growing up. This interest is
exemplified in the recent successful launch and test of full scale
prototypes: Hywind in Norway [1], WindFloat in Portugal [2],
Mitsui in Japan [3] and VolturnUS, the 1:8 large scale unit of uni-
versity of Maine [4,5]. The reason for this interest is that 61% of the
US coastal areas, nearly all of Japan's, and various European loca-
tions such as off the coast of Norway and Mediterranean, require
floating foundation technology due to large water depths.

Among the FOWTs platforms, three concepts have emerged as
the most attractive: TLP, spar and semisubmersible. In particular
the semisubmersible concept has received attention in the recent
literature (see e.g. Refs. [2,6]) due to several claimed advantages [7],
namely: these types of platforms can be fully assembled onshore
and towed ready-to-use to their final destinations; the available
mooring systems are well-known and cost competitive; if properly
designed, downtime in operational sea states, due to excessive
platform motion, is low.

One common feature of offshore floating platforms is that, in
order to avoid resonance in the wave energy range, the design
natural periods for some of the motions are quite large (or low in
the case of the TLP concept). In addition, although not as large as
typically observed for floating units in deep waters, FOWTs with
conventional catenary mooring systems still present large natural
periods of horizontal excursions. This brings the need to look at
wave second-order excitations.

Goupee et al. [8,9] conducted experiments with representative
designs of the three prevalent FOWTs concepts within DeepCwind
R&D U.S. project. They excited the floaters with irregular seas and
found that low frequency surge motions can be quite energetic for
the semisubmersible concept. Some of these authors also
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documented different aspects of the experimental setup [10e12]
without however paying specific attention to the challenges of
directly characterizing the second-order response of the floaters by
experimentally evaluating their QTFs.

Roald et al. [13] studied the second-order forces of a spar (OC3-
Hywind) platform and a TLP (UMaine), trying to assess their rele-
vance when compared to aerodynamic ones. Coulling et al. [14]
focused, however, on the semisubmersible concept using Goupee
et al.'s [8] experimental data to validate the implementation of
second-order wave forces in FAST time domain solver. They used
Newman approximation to compute the QTF [15], thus implying
only mean-drift terms, which can be obtained from first-order
potential, were accounted for. They largely improved the estima-
tion of the surge response spectrumwhen compared to considering
just first-order forces. However, they needed to modify/tune
damping obtained from decay tests in order to accurately repro-
duce such motion spectrum. In addition, their platform had a quite
large surge natural period (� 100 seconds), fundamental for the
accuracy of Newman's approximation, which may not be repre-
sentative of the behavior of other floaters, mainly those working in
shallower waters (it must be borne inmind that thewater depths of
as important floating devices testing sites as BIMEP in Spain, the
recently approved Mistral in France, and WindFloat location, range
between 42 and 90 m). Goupee et al. [8] looked as well at the
mooring tensions, whose predictions showed reduced accuracy
compared to that of the motions, something that they attributed to
a poor representation of the mooring dynamics.

Gueydon et al. [16] compared computations of second-order
forces using WAMIT and DIFRAC codes. While WAMIT is able to
compute all second-order force components, DIFRAC is able to
compute only those that depend on first-order potential. They
conducted time domain simulations using FAST and aNySYM, tak-
ing frequency domain forces and added masses from WAMIT and
DIFRAC respectively. They used the DeepCwind semisubmersible
floater geometry but did not compare with experimental data.
Subtle issues regarding the damping modeling are documented,
and only minor differences between the two solvers simulations
are found. The lead author of such reference had previously
considered as well some second-order effects with DIFRAC-
aNySYM [17,18] but the formulation was not clearly explained and
validation was jointly conducted while considering wind effects,
something that makes it difficult to isolate the accuracy of the
modeling of second-order wave forces effects.

Jiawen Li et al. [19] proposed a novel hybrid spar-
semisubmersible concept for floating offshore wind turbines. In
order to analyze it, they implemented a coupled time domain
solver using FAST, with first and second-order wave forces (full
QTF) obtained in frequency domain with WADAM. In order to
validate their approach, they simulated one irregular motion case of
the OC4 platform, also studied by Coulling et al. [14]. Jiawen Li et al.
[19] results for that case, in terms of surge PSD, were overall similar
to those of Coulling et al.'s [14] and they claimed a better repre-
sentation of the secondary coupled pitch resonance peak. However,
the scope of their analysis was quite limited, natural period was
high for this case, whichmakes Newman approximation to be likely
in agreement with the full QTF, and discussion on added damping
values was not included.

Bayati et al. [20] analyzed, numerically, the second-order hy-
drodynamics of again the DeepCwind semi floater. They linearized
the topside response computed with FAST in order to incorporate
its effect into frequency domain computations carried out with
WAMIT. They used the full QTF to characterize the second-order
response, without explicitly discussing how different compared
to the Newman approximation the outcome was. They noted that
the predicted second-order effects seemed reminiscent of those
found in Ref. [8] irregular motion tests. Bayati et al. [20] also
showed that low frequency response due to second-order hydro-
dynamics dominates over the combined wind and first-order wave
effects for large wave heights. This fact provides extra meaning to
present analysis, where only the platform hydrodynamics is
considered.

Lopez-Pavon et al. [21] (our previous work, with the same
semisubmersible floater studied in the present research) conducted
tests with the model fixed in bichromatic waves, in order to mea-
sure second-order loads directly and assess the accuracy of
different numerical approximations to model such effects. The
scope of the campaignwas somewhat limited, but sufficient results
were gathered to document, for example, that Newman's approx-
imation could be not accurate enough for the modeling of that
particular floater. This was mainly due to the relatively low reso-
nance periods imposed by the design mooring system, leading to
increased errors in this approximation.

Bayati et al. [22] extended their referred 2014 work [20], with
water depth of 200 m, to lower water depths down to 30 m. Apart
from the second-order hydrodynamics, they also accounted for the
setdown effect in the time history of the incoming waves. Due to its
low resonance frequency, they found first-order heavemotion to be
themost affected by reducing thewater depth, since corresponding
waves were long enough to be significantly affected by the presence
of the seabed. They found no significant influence of reduced water
depth on second-order surge nor pitch motions when changing it
from 200 m to around 60 m. Only when a shallow depth of 30 m
was reached, a substantial increase of the mean and oscillating
components of surge and pitch motions was observed. In this work,
they kept the same surge natural period (� 120s) regardless of the
depth choice. This, however, may be unrealistic since, for catenary
moorings, lower depth is usually associated to a lower natural
period.

All these analysis ultimately are carried out to assess the impact
of second-order hydrodynamics on the mooring design, and the
short literature review presented above reveals the absence of a
more systematic experimental and numerical analysis planned for
investigating, specifically, the slow drift components.

Designing the mooring of a floating offshore wind turbine is a
complex matter due to the fact that wind, wave and current loads
and coupled structural dynamics have to be accounted for
Refs. [23e27]. Accurately assessing second-order slow-drift forces
is necessary for an optimized design of the mooring system [21,28].
In addition, it is known that the cost of such mooring system is a
major component of the initial investment [29]. Therefore, cost
reductions due to an optimized design can be crucial in order to
attain a competitive alternative.

Motivated by the considerations above, the focus of this paper is
on measurement, estimation and verification of the second-order
wave induced forces and motions on a semi-submersible floater
operating in lower depth than the one of OC4-DeepCwind and with
lower natural periods of excursion. Moreover, the work aims at
verifying the main preconditions for defining a proper second-
order diffraction model, given that different approximations are
available for obtaining the QTFs (and acknowledging that a clever
choice can significantly reduce the amount of work required for
both building and solving the numerical model).

With these goals in mind, first the paper provides a quick
theoretical background on the mathematical description of the
slow-drift forces, with a reminder on the main approximations that
are available for computing them. Next, the model-scale case-study
is presented, with a general overview of the floater and mooring
models and details on the experimental setup. This is followed by a
description of the numerical model, in which the meshing pro-
cedures and convergence are discussed, together with an
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explanation on how the different approximations tested for
computing the QTFs are dealt with. The subsequent sections
comprise the analysis and comparison of the results obtained from
experiments and numerical simulations, including mean-drift
forces, slow motions recorded in bichromatic wave tests and the
model drifts observed in irregular wave conditions. Finally, con-
clusions and future work topics are listed.

To the authors' knowledge, no similar comprehensive and sys-
tematic analysis on the slow-drifts of a floating wind turbine can be
found in literature. The authors have tried to report all the impor-
tant steps involved in the numerical analysis vis a vis the corre-
sponding results obtained in the experiments. This procedure has
allowed a thorough discussion on the many aspects involved, such
as in the generation of the numerical meshes, the validity of the
various options available for computing the QTF, the attention that
must be paid to the evaluation of the viscous damping, etc. All these
topics frequently raise doubts during the design of mooring sys-
tems and, therefore, such discussions have been deemed necessary.
1 The so-called low-order methods represent the body geometry by means of flat
panels and the velocity potential is considered constant over each panel surface.
2. Theoretical background

The solution of the nonlinear wave diffraction problem up to
second-order gained attention in the late 1970's and a rich over-
view of the theoretical developments is given, for example, by
Refs. [30,31]. For the sake of discussing the main aspects regarding
the computation of the hydrodynamic loads, the formulation as
proposed by Pinkster [32] will be followed next. In his description,
the second-order low-frequency forces are written (in a moving
non-rotating frame of reference with origin in the body's center of
gravity) as the summation of five different components:
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In the equation above, f(1) and f(2) represent the first and

second-order velocity potentials, respectively. X
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denote the first-order (wave-frequency) body translations and ac-

celerations, while zð1Þr indicates the wave elevation relative to the

body axes along the body's waterline. The vector n!ð0Þ
is the mean

value in time of the inward body normal, thus representing the
normal vector of the mean body surface SB, while [R(1)] denotes a
linearized rotation matrix considering the body's angular motions.
The details regarding the derivation of this formulation, as well as
those concerning the adopted coordinate systems are not repro-
duced here, for the main intention is only to discuss some practical
aspects involved in the numerical computation of each force term.

The first force component in Eq. (1) brings the contribution of
the second-order potential. Without any further simplification of
the seakeeping problem, this is the most difficult component to
compute, the one that ultimately requires a more complex nu-
merical model for tackling the solution of the second-order BVP. In
fact, following the classical perturbation method on which this
theoretical model is based, the solution of the second-order BVP is
forced by the solution of the first-order one, which must be ob-
tained beforehand. An important consequence is that the second-
order free-surface boundary condition is an inhomogeneous PDE
that is not automatically satisfied by the Green Function used by
most radiation-diffraction codes based on Boundary-Element
Methods for the solution of the first-order problem (WAMIT®

included). As a result, for the numerical solution of the second-
order problem, not only the body surface but also the entire
mean (undisturbed) free-surfacemust be taken into account as part
of the problem boundary and discretized. In general, the free-
surface mesh leads to a significant increase in the dimension of
themathematical problem and, in practice, it renders the numerical
convergence of the solution much more difficult to guarantee.
Furthermore, the solution of the second-order problem also results
much more time consuming if compared to the linear solution. It is
important to recall that, since this force component has zero mean,
it does not contribute for the computation of the mean-drift but
only for the difference and sum-frequency second-order
components.

All the four other components in Eq. (1) represent quadratic
contributions of the first-order solution and may be computed
based exclusively on the solution of the first-order problem.
However, although they are indeed much quicker to evaluate if
compared to the contribution of the second-order potential, their
computation also is not free of risks. One should remind, for
example, that the numerical computation of the flow velocity
(gradient of the velocity potential) on the body surface in a low-
order discretization scheme1 requires a much more refined mesh
in order to guarantee numerical convergence. In addition, as the
forces depend on the first-order motions(displacements, velocities
and accelerations), appropriate damping considerations must be
made in order to avoid spurious amplifications and over prediction
of quantities near the resonant frequencies. It can also be shown
(see e.g. Ref. [32]), that the forces that are represented in Eq. (1) as a
function of time may alternatively be written in the frequency
domain by considering pairs of sinusoidal wave components with
frequencies (ui;uj), as indicated in Eq. (2), below, for the force in the
d.o.f. denoted by a:
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X
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X
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here Ai, Aj represent the wave amplitudes and εi, εj the corre-
sponding phases. The function Ta(ui;uj) corresponds then to the
amplitude of the second-order force per unitary wave amplitudes
and is known as the quadratic transfer function (QTF).

By the definition of the QTF in Eq. (2), one may readily see that
for pairs with the same frequency (ui ¼ uj) its value corresponds to
the mean-drift force, i.e.:

Taðu;uÞ ¼ DaðuÞ: (3)

Due to the inherent numerical difficulties faced in the compu-
tation of the QTFs, some approximations for the evaluation of the
slow-drift forces have been proposed in the literature, mainly
aiming at avoiding the problems associated with the calculation of
the second-order potential f(2). Among these approximations, the
one that is most widely used is the so-called Newman's approxi-
mation [15], which makes use of some symmetry properties of the
QTF matrix to derive an approximation based exclusively on the
mean drift forces. This approximation is valid for deep water
problems under certain conditions that will be discussed next. One
of the forms in which Newman's approximation is often used is
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given in Eq. (4), where du ¼ ui � uj.

Taðu;uþ duÞyDaðuþ du=2Þ: (4)

The main advantage in using Newman's approximation comes
from the fact that, as explained above, the mean-drift forces can be
computed exclusively from the results of the first-order solution.
However, one should notice that the validity of the approximation
is based on the supposition that the frequency difference (du) is
small, because the error involved in adopting it is of the order
O ðdu2Þ (see e.g. Ref. [33]). For large offshore systems in deepwaters
(such as oil production semis and FPSOs), which normally have
natural periods of drift well above 100s, Newman's approximation
is acknowledged as an useful method for estimating the slow-drift
forces. However, as the resonance periods decrease, the errors
involved in its application may result unacceptable for design
purposes.2

For the FOWT considered in this study, with natural periods of
surge and sway around 75 s, the accuracy associated to the appli-
cation of Newman's approximation is uncertain. Ahead in this pa-
per, the results obtained with the use of this approximation will be
assessed in the light of the experimental results and by comparing
them to the those obtained from full QTF computations.

Another approximation, yet one of a different kind, may be
envisaged for reducing the computational burden for evaluating
the QTF matrix: the use of the so-called white-noise approach. In
fact, this is not an approximation on the computation of the
second-order force (as is the case with Newman's approximation)
but rather a proposal through which the relevant band of fre-
quencies of the QTFmatrix is identified. It is inspired in the classical
methodology proposed by Crandall and Mark [35] for the analysis
of mechanical systems with narrow-banded response. The idea is
quite simple: since the resonant drift motions are usually weakly
damped, the motion spectrum is narrow-banded, meaning that
only the QTF values in a narrow band around the natural frequency
effectively contribute for the slow-drift motions. The approxima-
tionmade is, then, to suppose that the second-order force spectrum
may be deemed constant (thus a ’white-noise’ approach) inside this
band. The method may be implemented in more than one way and
the one adopted here follows the work of Matos et al. [34], who
successfully applied the white-noise approach for the study of a
deep-draft semi-submersible. For this, it is assumed that the mo-
tion under analysis may be decoupled from the other rigid body
motions. It will be shown ahead that this is, indeed, a reasonable
assumption for the slow-drift motions recorded along the model
tests. Although there are, for sure, dynamical couplings involved
(especially the surge-pitch one), the effects on the surge motions
are generally small. Therefore, considering only the a motion, the
second-order response spectrum may be written as:

Sð2Þa ðuÞyjHaðuÞj2Sð2ÞF;aðuÞ; (5)

where Sð2Þa denotes the second-order force spectrum and Ha(u)
represents a transfer function for an unitary force. The latter can be
easily computed as:

HaðuÞ ¼ 1
�u2ðMaa þ AaaÞ þ iu

�
Baa þ B0aa

�þ �Caa þ C0
aa

�: (6)

In the equation above, A, B and C respectively represent the
2 One may refer to the discussion provided by Ref. [34] on this subject when
dealing with the similar problem of resonant roll and pitch motions of a semi-
submersible platform.
added mass, potential damping and hydrostatic stiffness for the a

motion, while B0 indicates an external linearized (viscous) damping
and C0 considers an external linearized (mooring) stiffness. The
second-order force spectrum in the difference-frequencies is
computed from the QTFs in the following way (see for instance
Ref. [32]):

Sð2ÞF;aðduÞ ¼ 8
Z∞
0

SðuÞSðuþ duÞjTaðu;uþ duÞj2 du: (7)

The white-noise approximation assumes that, for practical
purposes, the force spectrum in Eq. (7) may be considered constant
and that its magnitude is the one computed when du ¼ un,a.
Therefore, the second-order response spectrum for the low-
frequency motions can be computed simply as:

Sð2Þa ðduÞyjHaðduÞj2Sð2ÞF;a

�
un;a

�
: (8)

The advantage in using Eq. (8) is that the QTF matrix does not
need to be computed for the many pairs (ui ¼ uj), but only for the
ones in the diagonal corresponding to ui � uj ¼ un,a. Usually this
allows a significant reduction of computation effort and also avoids
the risk of numerical errors that may occur when computing QTF
coefficients for frequency differences that should not effectively
contribute for the slow motions. Furthermore, it should be
emphasized that the use of the white-noise approach does not
involve an approximation of the QTF itself. It can, therefore, be used
in addition to other approximations (for example disregarding the
influence of the second-order potential or computing the QTFs
according to Newman's approximation) if they are appropriate for
the particular system that is being analyzed. The advantages
associated to the use of the white-noise approach will be discussed
in more details in Section 4, when the slow-drift motions of the
floater model in irregular waves are investigated.

The study regarding the slow motions in irregular waves is
usually performed following two different approaches:

1. Computing the ”complete” second-order motion RAOs, inwhich
all hydrodynamic/external couplings are considered, with the
RAOs computed numerically using a potential flow solver, for
instance, WAMIT 2nd order module;

2. From the second-order force operators, which are also evaluated
from a potential flow solver. In this case, however, the second-
order motion RAOs are evaluated assuming that the motions
are uncoupled. In fact, this is a fair approximation for the hori-
zontal motions of the floater in the present study, something
that can be apprehended from the RAOs in Fig. 1. Onemay notice
that the surge/pitch coupling change the pitch RAO appreciably,
especially around the surge natural period (� 75s). On the other
hand, the additional pitch stiffness introduced by the mooring
lines does not seem to impose any significant change on the
surge RAO. The errors introduced when neglecting the dynamic
couplings for modeling the slow-drifts according to the white-
noise approach should, therefore, be small.
3. Case study

3.1. Prototype

3.1.1. Floater
The floater has been the main outcome of HiPRWind EU project,

on hold since the Spanish government 2012 cut off the feed-in tariff
for renewable energy. The structure of the floater consists of three



Fig. 1. Comparison of the first-order response amplitude operators considering
coupled and decoupled motions in surge (top), heave (center) and pitch (bottom).

Fig. 2. Semisubmersible platform case study sketch.

Table 2
Comparison of main dimensions between current design, DeepCwind [6] and
WindFloat [2].

Symbol Current DeepCwind WindFloat

h 15.5 m 20 m 22.9 m
c 35 m 50 m 46 m
Dc 7.0 m 12 m 10 m
Dd 20 m 24 m 35.8 m
h/rd 1.53 1.67 1.56
D 2446 t 13444 t 7105 t
D0 2332 t 14265 t
H0 90 m 200 m 42 m
P0 1.5 Mw 5 Mw 2 Mw
l 19.8 50 78
n 3 3 3
Tr1 74.8 s 107 s 108.6 s
T3 19.2 s 17.5 s 19.9 s
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vertical columns linked by several braces. A circular heave plate is
added to the bottom of each column, as a mean to increase the
natural heave period and, as a consequence, to prevent large
resonant motions in both operational and survival sea states.

The main dimensions of the platform are given in Table 1 and a
schematic view of the floater geometry is presented in Fig. 2. The
depth-radius ratio of the heave plate can be considered large
(� 1:5). To put this figure in perspective, it must be noted that, for
example, Wadhwa and Thiagarajan [36]; in their specific work
regarding free surface influence in hydrodynamic coefficients,
considered only depth-radius ratios lower than 0.5. With the pre-
sent ratio (1.55), it is expected that viscous damping will be
dominant with respect to radiation damping. The heave plates are
equipped with some structural reinforcements including a vertical
flap edge. The influence of these elements in the damping char-
acteristics of the platform has been subject of a separate piece of
research [37].

In order to have a proper perspective of the present case study,
its main dimensions are compared with DeepCwind andWindFloat
projects in Table 2. Operation depth is different across the three
units. DeepCwind depth is 200 m compared to 100 m for current
research. DeepCwind tests are well documented in the literature,
with a surge natural period significantly larger than present one
(107s compared to approx. 75s). On the other hand, the model scale
Table 1
Main dimensions of the platform (prototype and model scale).

Characteristic Symbol Prototype Model

Platform draft, disc depth h 15.5 m 0.775 m
Column center to center c 35 m
Columns diameter Dc 7.0 m 0.35 m
Heave plate (disc) diameter Dd 20 m 1.0 m
Heave plate (disc) thickness td �10 mm 5 mm
Platform Displacement (with mooring) D 2446 t 307.5 kg
Platform Displacement (without mooring) D0 2332 t 293.1 kg
Water depth H0 100 m 5 m
Natural period (surge - horizontal mooring) Ts1 75.6 s 16.9 s
Natural period (surge - real mooring) Tr1 74.8 s 16.7 s
Natural period (heave - free floating) T3 19.2 s 4.3 s
Natural period (pitch - horizontal mooring) Ts5 26.2 s 5.9 s
Natural period (pitch - real mooring) Tr5 25.4 s 5.7 s
Model scale l 19.8

Tr5 25.4 s 26.8 s 43.2 s
dimensions of present research specimen are significantly larger
than those of the aforementioned reference designs, which is a
remarkable fact since it may help in reducing scale effects.
3.1.2. Mooring
The mooring (Fig. 3) is composed of three catenary lines con-

nected at the top of each column. The complete mooring system is
highly pretensioned and relative small excursions are allowed to
prevent any collisions between mooring chains and heave plates
during extreme events. Another limitation for the mooring design
is the reduced area for anchor installation, due to the small area of
the test zone available for the platform (less than 500 m radius for
anchor installation). The chain has been oversized in weight to
provide a high catenary effect and to prevent any vertical uplift of



Fig. 3. Mooring configuration.
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the drag anchor selected. A relevant aspect to highlight is that the
mooring lines configuration is not symmetric, the reason being the
directionality of wave and wind spectra.
3.1.3. Environmental conditions
The prototype is to be installed at BIMEP testing site, located

2 km off the cost in northern Spain, with depths ranging between
50 and 90 m. Wind has not been considered in present analysis and
therefore, the focus is on wave statistics, for which a significant
wave height, Hs, rose is presented in Fig. 4. As can be appreciated in
the figure, and due to the proximity to the coast, the sea is
extremely directional. A wind rose is also presented; though not so
extremely directional as the waves, a similar trend can be appre-
ciated. The combination of both effects is the justification for the
non-symmetric mooring presented in Fig. 3.
3.2. Experimental setup

3.2.1. Model
A 1:19.8 scale model of the floater was built and tested in two

different wave basin facilities, namely the Hydrodynamics & Ocean
Energy Wave Tank at Ecole Centrale de Nantes (ECN) in France and
Fig. 4. Significant wave height (left) and wind speed (ri
the Canal de Ensayos Hidrodinamicos de El Pardo (CEHIPAR) in Spain.
The model scale was chosen so that the tank depth, which was the
same in both facilities, would be representative of the water depth
at prototype location, taken as 100 m. In this way, simple catenary
chain models could be adopted for keeping the model position,
without the need to compensate for any difference in depth. An
image of the model, about to be deployed in the ECN tank, is pre-
sented in Fig. 5. The characteristics of the model have been
included, together with those of the prototype, in Table 1. For the
ECN tests, both an emerged horizontal mooring and a model of the
real catenary chains mooring were tested (characteristics of both
mooring systems in Table 1). In the tests performed at CEHIPAR,
only the real mooring model was tested.
3.2.2. Experimental facility and measuring gear
ECN's wave basin is 50 m long, 30 mwide and 5 m deep. In this

tank, tests were performed with regular (monochromatic) and
bichromatic waves, aiming at verifying the performance of the
numerical models in reproducing mean and slow motions for
selected pairs of frequencies. All tests in both tanks involved only
bow waves. An sketch of the arrangement of the mooring lines in
the ECN tank is presented in Fig. 6. The arrangement at CEHIPAR
ght) roses for prototype location (BIMEP)-Ref. [38].



Fig. 5. Semisubmersible platform floater case study model.

Fig. 6. ECN's wave basin dimensions and mooring configuration.
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was basically the same, although the length of the basin is different.
CEHIPAR's tank is 152 m long, whereas its width and depth are the
same as ECN's (30 m � 5 m). Test campaign at CEHIPAR comprised
mainly irregular wave tests. The reason for this choice is that, being
three times longer, the tests at CEHIPAR could provide a larger
number of resonant slow-drift cycles free from any significant wave
reflection effects. Indeed, when trying to assess the slow-drift
amplitudes in a model basin, this is a very important aspect;
since the second-order forces are estimated indirectly, based on the
horizontal excursions of the model, having a large number of
resonant cycles is crucial for improving the reliability of the results.

In both campaigns, the motions of the model were recorded by
means of optical devices and the tensions on mooring lines were
acquired with the use of conventional load cells. Waves in the tank
were calibrated and measured by a number of resistive wave
gauges, which were located in different positions within the tanks.

3.3. Numerical model

The numerical prediction of the wave forces was performed
using the frequency domain BEM code WAMIT® version 6.106 S,
including the second-order module.

The floater contains geometric details that must be carefully
modeled, especially the heave plates and the hull braces. Regarding
the latter, preliminary calculations indicated that the braces do
have a significant contribution to the excitation forces and motion
RAOs and, for this reason, they should not be disregarded. When
modeling the braces, attention had to be paid to the intersections



Fig. 7. Mesh details regarding the braces-hull intersections.

Fig. 9. Comparison of the added masses in surge and heave computed using dipole
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with columns, as they present a somewhat complex geometry (see
Fig. 7).

Regarding the heave plates, they should, in principle, be
modeled as zero thickness elements (dipole elements included in
WAMIT), for this option avoids numerical problemswhenmodeling
thin structures. However, limitations were found within the
second-order module that prevented the use of this option.
Therefore, an approximate (thicker) model of the plates was built
considering conventional source panels, and an alternative mesh
with dipole elements was used only to verify if the first-order re-
sults obtained from this approximate model were, in fact, consis-
tent. Since this is an important issue for the numerical model, more
details on the adopted procedure are given next.

A first model was done usingWAMIT's higher order approach, in
which the geometries are described by B-splines and all quantities
are continuous inside each patch. Dipole patches were used to
model the heave plates, and this mesh is illustrated in Fig. 8.

For themodel actually used to compute the second-order forces,
the heave plates were represented by conventional source panels as
disks of constant thickness. The adjustment of the thickness,
however, is not straightforward because a small thickness may lead
to numerical problems and one that is too large will impose sig-
nificant errors concerning the volume of the structure. Different
values were tested, after which a thickness of 0.4 m (real scale) was
adopted as a reasonable trade-off solution. The analysis was also
based on the differences observed for the added masses in surge
and heave, when compared to the results obtained with the dipole
mesh (typically around 5% for the selected thickness). For illustra-
tion purposes only, a comparison of surge and heave added masses
using dipole panels and source panels for disks of 0.4 m and 0.8 m
Fig. 8. Higher order mesh of the floating turbine (dipole patches are highlighted in red and
referred to the web version of this article.)
thickness is given in Fig. 9. It can be noticed that the surge added
mass does not change appreciably, regardless the thickness adop-
ted. On the other hand, the heave added mass changes more
significantly, and it can be noted that the values for the thicker plate
are actually closer to those of the dipole panel. However, if the
0.8 m thickness is considered, the displaced volume increases
appreciably (almost 500 ton, for a total displacement of 2300 ton).
Considering all these aspects, the use of a thickness above 0.4 m
was discarded.

The detailed modeling of the braces and heave plates required a
higher-order mesh composed of 192 patches. The convergence
analysis was performed with several meshes obtained by changing
the panel size factor, a straightforward way to change the dis-
cretization of the entire geometry. Some of the results of this
analysis are illustrated in Fig.10, in this case for the surgemean drift
coefficients, considering meshes withWAMIT panel size parameter
equal to 2.5, 5 and 10 m [39]. It should also be stressed that these
mean drift forces were computed by pressure integration on the
hull, a procedure that is more sensitive to the mesh refinement. A
panel size parameter equal to 2.5 m (number of panels equal to
1276) was adopted for all the second-order computations,
although, as Fig. 10 indicates, some variations are still observed for
wave periods below 5s (very short waves) and around 19s (heave
resonance). This trade-off was deemed reasonable, for the full
second-order computations are very time consuming and a finer
mesh would render the analysis of full QTFs with good frequency
resolutions much more difficult.
blue). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is

panels and source panels on disks of 0.4 m and 0.8 m height.



Fig. 12. Wave pairs considered in the QTF study.

Fig. 10. Comparison of mean drift forces in surge direction for three values of panel
size.
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Finally, to conclude the discussion on the numerical model, an
analysis of the different alternatives that exist to compute the
difference-frequency QTF is necessary, for they are also related to
the need for the free-surface mesh. As explained in the previous
section, the solution of the complete second-order problem,
including the second-order potential, requires the mean free-
surface boundary to be incorporated to the numerical model. In
the present work, the free surface mesh was built considering a
total of 21298 panels within a radius of 60 m around the floater
(WAMIT's inner radius), as illustrated in Fig. 11.

Nonetheless, it is known that in deep water problems,
depending on the geometry involved, some times the second-order
potential has only minor contribution in the slow drift forces. If this
is the case, an approximation for the computation of this potential
in WAMIT may be envisaged, namely disregarding the free-surface
forcing terms. Alternatively, in some occasions the second-order
potential can be completely neglected without significant loss of
accuracy, and the QTFs computed considering only the quadratic
terms. The appropriateness of these options is difficult to antici-
pate, but both of them allow the user to compute the QTF without
the need for a free surface mesh, thus saving considerable effort
and time. For this reason, a preliminary analysis considering only a
few significant QTF terms is always recommendable in order to
investigate this possibility. It will be shown, next, that both ap-
proximations would indeed be reasonable for the present case
study.

For this purpose, and also to investigate the use of Newman's
Fig. 11. Free surface mesh assumed in the QTF computations.
approximation, a comparison of the QTF values computed with the
full second-order solution (including the free surface mesh) and
those obtained according to the different approximations was
made for the most relevant frequency pairs involved in the slow-
drift dynamics. In the light of the white-noise approach discussed
before, it is known that these frequencies are those for which the
frequency-difference is equal to the natural frequency of the drift
motion. The wave pairs adopted in the analysis can be seen in
Fig. 12 over the diagonal that represents the surge natural fre-
quency (du ¼ 0.084 rad/s), together with the frequency band
considered in the computations of the surge QTF.

A comparison of the surge QTF operators obtained if considering
only the quadratic terms (without f(2)), those that include the
contribution of the second-order potential computed with and
without the free surface forcing terms and, finally, the ones esti-
mated according to Newman's approximation is presented in
Fig. 13. One may realize that, in the present case, the second-order
potential does not change the QTF appreciably. However, an eval-
uation of the appropriateness of Newman's approximation can be
tricky since observing the results along the whole frequency range,
onemight conclude that the differences are not pronounced, except
for a slight tendency to over predict the QTF values in higher fre-
quencies. Nonetheless, in this analysis it is important to pay
Fig. 13. Surge QTF values considering different approximations and quadratic products
involved in the computation of wave group spectrum for two sea conditions.
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attention to the range of frequencies in which there will indeed be
significant energy in the wave group spectrum. This is why Fig. 13
also presents the quadratic products of the wave spectra involved
in the computation of the wave group spectrum for two of the most
representative sea conditions considered in the experimental
campaign. Observing the energy distributions, it becomes obvious
that the most relevant frequency band for the slow motions is
typically the one ranging from zero to 1.0 rad/s.

Fig. 14 represents a zoom on the results encompassed within
this shorter frequency range, from which one may apprehend that
the use of Newman's approximation can lead to an underestima-
tion of the second-forces in the frequencies that will be the most
energetic ones. Indeed, this is confirmed by the results presented in
the next section.

Finally, it must be stressed that, for all the results that will be
presented in the next section, when comparing the numerical
predictions and experiments, the QTFs were always obtained using
the full second-order solution, meaning the one considering the
second-order potential computed with the free-surface forcing
terms. However, very similar results would be obtained if the free-
surface forcing terms were neglected, or even the entire influence
of the second-order potential, a consequence of the small differ-
ences observed in Fig. 14.

4. Results

4.1. General

As previously mentioned, the whole experimental campaign
comprised decay tests and tests in regular, bichromatic and irreg-
ular waves. The main experimental results will be presented
hereinafter and comparisons will be made, when applicable, with
the numerical simulations. Forced oscillation tests and extreme
transient wave tests [40] were also conducted, but they will not be
discussed in the present paper since they are not essential for the
matter of interest (slow-drift).

Only wave trains with propagation direction parallel to the
platform symmetry axis (x-axis in Fig. 6) have been launched. One
has to bear in mind that the mooring is oriented so that the most
likely extreme waves would come from this direction, making the
bow waves the most relevant for the present analysis. Due to the
selected heading, sway, roll and yaw motions were negligible in all
tests.
Fig. 14. Surge QTF comparisons (zoom on the frequency range with non-negligible
wave group energy).
Results from the decay tests will be discussed first since they
provide natural periods and damping characteristics of the system,
both necessary to compute and evaluate RAOs, mean drifts, etc.
4.2. Decay tests

When dealing with the slow-drifts of a moored floating system,
one always needs to make some sort of prediction of the viscous
damping. In fact, the phenomenon concerns a resonant behavior
that is significant only because the dynamic system in question is
often weakly damped and, consequently, the dynamic amplifica-
tion induced by the second-order forces is large. If the designer is
conducting an analysis based on time-domain simulations inwhich
some sort of non-linear damping model is available (based on the
Morison equation, for example), a more “direct” consideration of
the damping effects can be made (at least when dealing with
slender structures like most FOWTs). However, this is often not the
case, especially in the first stages of the design, and quite often the
designers must define a preliminary mooring arrangement based
exclusively on linear frequency-domain results. In this case, an in-
direct evaluation of the damping must be made, which involves a
linearization of the quadratic viscous forces for a certain repre-
sentative motion amplitude. This approximation is often based on
the designer's experience with similar structures and/or on the
results obtained frommodel tests. In the latter case, the calibration
of the equivalent linear damping frequently makes use of results
obtained in still water decay tests. Although the flow conditions are
obviously not the same as those when incoming waves and other
motions are present, the decay tests may provide a reasonable
prediction of the damping level that should be expected in wave
conditions for deep draft structures.

In the context of the analysis of second-order force models that
will be presented in the following sections, a proper estimation of
the damping involved in the slow-drift motions is thus very
important. For this, some main results obtained in the decay tests
performed in differentmooring conditions (free floating, horizontal
mooring and real mooring) are presented and discussed next.
Ahead in the paper, the consistency in using these results (espe-
cially those regarding the damping in surge direction) in the slow-
drift predictions will be discussed based on themotions recorded in
bichromatic and irregular wave tests.

Decay tests were performed in both facilities. As expected, the
results were in very close agreement since the model and depth in
both basins were the same. For this reason, the results presented in
this section refer only to the tests conducted at the ECNwave basin,
where a more extensive set of decay tests was made.
4.2.1. Surge motion
Decay tests in surge were performed for both mooring config-

urations, real (catenary chains) and horizontal mooring (elastic
ropes). The outcomes are very similar and the focus will be on the
results obtained with the catenary mooring system. Fig. 15 illus-
trates the results of surge motions for one these tests. The picture
on the left depicts the motions obtained during the test, whereas
the one on the right presents an estimate of the linearized critical
damping factor (z) in each amplitude ofmotion. All values are in full
scale.

The mean damped surge natural period for both moorings are
close to 75s, indicating that the horizontal stiffness provided by the
simplified horizontal moorings is indeed representative of the one
provided by the catenary mooring system. The estimated damping
levels for the larger amplitudes, say above 100 cm, are around 12%
to 15%.



Fig. 15. Sample result for surge decay test in real mooring configuration (left) and estimates of critical damping factor (right).
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4.2.2. Heave and pitch motions
Prior to the connection of the moorings, some decay tests in

heave were made. Due to the large heave plates installed at the
bottom of each column, it is known that influence of the moorings
in the vertical motion is negligible. Results are illustrated by Fig. 16,
in the same pattern of those presented in the last section. The
damped heave natural period is estimated to be around 19s, and the
critical damping level for the larger amplitudes, say above 20 cm, is
found to be in the range of 6%e8%.

Decay tests for pitch were performed for both catenary and
horizontal moorings. Again, the results were in good agreement,
attesting that the pitch damping is also dominated by the flow
separation on the heave plates. Fig. 17 presents a sample result
obtained in a test with the real mooring configuration. The mean
Fig. 16. Sample result for heave decay tests in free floating cond
damped pitch period is around 25s.
Themean values obtained for the natural periods of eachmotion

(surge, heave and pitch) were already presented in Table 1. The
damping levels estimated from the decay tests will be discussed
again in the next sections, when the motions of the floater in reg-
ular and irregular waves are analyzed.

4.3. First-order results: RAOs from regular and bichromatic wave
tests

Experimental values for the motion RAOs of the floater were
obtained from both regular and bichromatic wave tests. The regular
wave tests were carried out for periods, T, between 6 and 20s and
wave heights, H, of 2 and 4 m. For illustration purposes, an excerpt
ition (left) and estimates of critical damping factor (right).



Fig. 17. Sample result for pitch decay tests in real mooring condition (left) and estimates of critical damping factor (right).

Table 3
Bichromatic waves considering in the tests.

ID H1 (m) T1 (s) H2 (m) T2 (s) DT (s)

BIC 1 5.63 17.0 3.46 12.2 42.9
BIC 2 4.39 15.0 2.45 10.2 32.1
BIC 3 4.39 15.0 2.89 11.1 42.9
BIC 4 2.80 9.5 1.88 7.8 42.9
BIC 5 4.39 15.0 1.50 6.9 12.9
BIC 6 2.13 8.3 1.50 6.9 42.9
BIC 7 1.88 7.8 1.11 6.0 25.7
BIC 8 1.50 6.9 1.11 6.0 42.9
BIC 9 1.67 7.3 1.01 5.7 25.7
BIC 10 1.35 6.6 1.01 5.7 42.9
BIC 11 1.88 7.8 0.93 5.5 18.4
BIC 12 1.50 6.9 0.93 5.5 25.7
BIC 13 1.22 6.2 0.93 5.5 42.9
BIC 14 1.67 7.3 0.85 5.2 18.4
BIC 15 1.35 6.6 0.85 5.2 25.7
BIC 16 1.11 6.0 0.85 5.2 42.9
BIC 17 1.50 6.9 0.79 5.0 18.4
BIC 18 5.63 17.0 4.32 13.6 68.0
BIC 19 5.27 15.0 3.54 12.3 68.0
BIC 20 2.80 9.5 1.62 8.3 68.0
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of one of the records depicting themeasured surge, heave and pitch
motions is shown in Fig. 18. For the real mooring configuration only
regular waves with H ¼ 2.0 m were tested.

In order to facilitate the reproducibility of present results, the
parameters adopted for all bichromatic wave tests are shown in
Table 3. All conditions were tested for the horizontal mooring
setup, while for the real mooring configuration only the cases with
id from 18 until 33 were considered. An example of motion records
obtained in the bichromatic tests can be seen in Fig. 19. One may
readily see that, besides the motions in the wave frequencies, there
is a slow oscillation of the model in a frequency that corresponds to
the frequency difference (u1-u2).

The analysis performed for computing the RAOs assumed the
motion signals as sinusoidal since one is only interested in the first-
order motions. The signals were first smoothed by means of an
average filter and the time span considered in the analysis carefully
selected in each case to exclude any transient motions. A simple
Fourier filter was applied in order to remove the energy in fre-
quencies that were not the ones of interest in each case (transient
effects, slow-drifts, etc.) and the time series was then reconstructed
Fig. 18. Example of time series of motions in a regular wave test (T ¼ 10s, H ¼ 2m).

BIC 21 2.13 8.3 1.27 7.4 68.0
BIC 22 1.88 7.8 1.14 7.0 68.0
BIC 23 1.50 6.9 0.92 6.3 68.0
BIC 24 1.67 7.3 1.02 6.6 68.0
BIC 25 1.35 6.6 0.84 6.0 68.0
BIC 26 1.22 6.2 0.77 5.7 68.0
BIC 27 1.11 6.0 0.70 5.5 68.0
BIC 28 2.83 11.0 2.10 9.5 68.0
BIC 29 3.37 12.0 2.44 10.2 68.0
BIC 30 4.59 14.0 3.16 11.6 68.0
BIC 31 5.64 19.0 5.16 14.9 68.0
BIC 32 2.82 19.0 5.16 14.9 68.0
BIC 33 3.44 21.0 6.03 16.0 68.0
using the inverse Fourier transformation. The same procedure was
performed for the bichromatic waves in order to segregate both
frequencies, although some overlap may be present for some spe-
cific wave conditions. The standard deviation was computed from
the smoothed signal after the Fourier filter was applied, fromwhich
the motion amplitude for each degree of freedom was obtained.



Fig. 19. Example of motions recorded in bichromatic wave tests (u1 ¼ 0.86 rad/s,
u2 ¼ 0.95 rad/s, H1 ¼ 1.67 m, H2 ¼ 1.25m).
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RAOs for surge, heave and pitch motions obtained with the
floater moored horizontally are presented in Fig. 20, together with
the numerical predictions obtained from WAMIT. In this case,
regular (monochromatic) wave tests were carried out with wave
heights of 2 and 4 m. The comparison shows that there is no evi-
dence of significant non-linearities in motions within this range
since motions in both wave heights provided similar amplification
factors. Nonetheless, a poor agreement for the heave motion in its
resonant range (close to T ¼ 19s) is noticeable. This, however, is not
unexpected in the analysis of a structure composed of slender el-
ements as this one (see, for instance, Ref. [41]), for the flow induced
by the waves of larger periods will be characterized by a relatively
large KC number. As a consequence, viscous drag effects will have a
more significant role for these wave periods and, of course, the
impact on the motions will be more evident within the resonance
range. In addition, it should be noted that the waves with a period
of 20s have a length of approximately 500 m in infinite depth
(almost 25 m in model scale), which is already larger than the
distance between the model and the wave generator (setup can be
seen in Fig. 6). It seems plausible that the progressive wavemay not
yet have reached a steady profile when it reaches the model, and
this can be another source of discrepancies for the very large
Fig. 20. RAOs for surge, heave and pitch motions obtained from experiments with
horizontal moorings. Includes results from tests with regular (monochromatic) waves
with two different heights and bichromatic waves. Numerical predictions fromWAMIT
are also presented for the sake of comparison.
periods. Nonetheless, it must be emphasized that the agreement
obtained for the surge RAOs is quite fair for almost all wave periods,
except, again, for some small discrepancies above 20 s. Since the
surge drift motions are the main focus of the present work, the
agreement observed for the first-order results is deemed
satisfactory.

The same set of RAOs are presented in Fig. 21, now for the model
with catenary mooring chains. The agreement between numerical
and experimental results is similar to the one observed for the
horizontal moorings, except for the discrepancies on the pitch
motions in large wave periods. It should be noticed that these
discrepancies happen mainly for the bichromatic wave tests, and
are much smaller for the regular waves. The reasons for this are
connected to the errors in the heave motions (it is easy to notice
that they are also larger in the bichromatic wave tests). With the
non-symmetric catenary moorings, there is a coupling effect be-
tween heave and pitch motions, implying that errors in the heave
amplitudes also impose errors in pitch. As mentioned above, the
discrepancies are related to the larger KC numbers, which also in-
crease with the wave amplitude. For the larger wave periods, the
wave amplitudes adopted for the bichromatic waves are much
larger than the one adopted in the regular wave tests (H ¼ 2 m),
reaching 6 m for the waves with a period of 21s (see Table 3). The
larger amplitudes surely contribute to the larger discrepancies in
the results of the bichromatic tests. Moreover, other sources of
error may also have an impact, such as the limitations related to the
long waves generation already mentioned above. In this case, even
the simplified (linearized) mooring stiffness model required by the
frequency-domain solution may contribute to the differences, for
this model is only reasonable for small displacements. However,
apart from the discrepancies noted for the pitch motions, the
agreement in the surge RAO for the catenarymoorings is once again
fair, attesting that the numerical model was able to capturewell the
dynamics in surge.

Finally, in order to conclude the assessment of the first-order
results, it is important to emphasize the fact that the agreement
in surge motion is not significantly impacted by pronounced dis-
crepancies in pitch. This confirms that the effects of pitch on the
surge motions (due to the surge-pitch coupling) are indeed small.
As mentioned in Section 2, this assumption is important for the
analysis of the slow-drift motions using the white-noise approach.
Fig. 21. RAOs for surge, heave and pitch motions obtained from experiments with
catenary moorings. Includes results from tests with regular (monochromatic) waves
and bichromatic waves. Numerical predictions from WAMIT are also presented for the
sake of comparison.
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4.4. Second-order results

Next, all the experimental results that involve low-frequency
second-order effects are analyzed and compared to the pre-
dictions obtained with the numerical models discussed in Section
3. First, the predictions of mean drift forces are evaluated, using for
this the mean excursions and the mean tensions on the horizontal
mooring lines recorded during the regular wave tests. Next, slow
drift motions observed in bichromatic waves are used as a basis for
assessing the low-frequency drift forces for the different pairs of
frequencies that were tested. In this analysis, a discussion on the
slow-drift damping is also presented. Finally, the motions observed
in several conditions of irregular waves with different wave heights
and peak periods are analyzed and compared to those predicted by
the numerical models, and the performance of the different ap-
proximations considered for computing the QTFs is discussed.
Fig. 22. Surge mean drift forces for regular waves under real mooring. Displacements
(bottom). A is the wave amplitude, g gravity, r water density.
4.4.1. Mean drift analysis from regular waves

Few comparisons of mean drift forces for a typical wave fre-
quency range are available in literature (e.g. Ref. [42] obtained
experimental measurements of drift forces for a TLP). The reason
for this scarcity is that the mean drift forces are small compared to
first-order ones and thus they are quite difficult to measure with
reasonable accuracy. Having the tensions monitored in the present
setup, an attempt has been made considering two different
methods, discussed next.

The surge natural period can be evaluated from expression (9),
whereM is the mass displacement, A11 is the addedmass computed
for the natural frequency in surge (estimated with WAMIT) and Kx

denotes the surge stiffness provided by the moorings. Considering
the natural period obtained experimentally, the solution of this
equation provides an estimate for Kx, which can be subsequently
multiplied by the mean excursion in surge obtained from the mo-
tion records for an estimation of the mean drift force according to

Eq. (10). In this equation, X
ð2Þ
1 denotes the mean excursion in surge,

which is a second-order quantity. This procedure will be referred to
as Method 1.

T1 ¼ 2p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
M þ A11

Kx

s
: (9)

Fð2Þ1 ¼ Kx,X
ð2Þ
1 : (10)

The second method adopted (Method 2) uses the tensions
recorded on the mooring lines, which can be projected in the x
direction and summed up to provide the mean surge force. The
angles between the mooring lines can be obtained from the
mooring arrangement in Fig 6. The total mean drift force can thus
be computed from Eq. (11), where F1, F2, F3 are the mean values of
the tensions on the corresponding mooring lines.

Fð2Þ1 ¼ F1 cosð40:2Þ þ F3 cosð39:3Þ � F2: (11)

F1, F2, F3 must be carefully calculated from measurements,
considering the pretensions adopted in the tests.

Considering the tests performed with the catenary mooring
system, the comparison between the mean drift forces estimated
with both methods and those predicted by WAMIT can be seen in
the top panel of Fig. 22. The agreement is considered reasonable,
especially taking into account that second-order quantities are
significantly smaller than the first-order ones and that accurate
measurements of these quantities are not easy to perform. Mean
drift displacements are also provided in the bottom panel of Fig. 22.
The results obtained for the horizontal mooring configurationwere
very similar and, for this reason, they are not presented.
4.4.2. QTFs from bichromatic wave tests
Bichromatic wave tests comprised the combination of two

regular waves with slightly different frequencies (u1,u2), as indi-
cated in Table 3. The main purpose of testing the floating platform
in bichromatic waves was to derive estimates of the slow-drift
forces from the amplitudes of drift observed in each test. For rea-
sons that were already mentioned before, most of the tests were
done for frequency pairs whose difference Du was close to the
platform's natural frequency in surge.

At this point, it is important to remind the reader that previous
bichromatic tests had been made with the same floater model but
in fixed condition, as reported in Ref. [21]. The advantages of
employing a captive model for verifying the second-order com-
putations are clear, for in the fixed-model setup the wave forces on
the hull can bemeasured in a direct manner. In this way, QTF values
measured experimentally with a dynamometer could be straight-
forwardly compared to the corresponding numerical predictions
for different pairs of frequencies (u1,u2). The results showed a very
reasonable agreement for most situations, although the numerical
predictions had a slight tendency to underestimate the second-
order forces in some situations. However, the use of a fixed
model also brings a significant drawback because the forces
measured in this condition may be quite different from the ones
that occur when the model is free tomove inwaves. The motions of
the platform change the quadratic pressure on the hull and also
impose variations of the wetted surface. Both matters may have a
significant impact on the slow-drift forces.

For this reason, the aforementioned previous experimental
study was complemented by the present bichromatic tests, per-
formed at the ECN wave basin with the model moored by the
catenary chains. On the negative side, this set-up turns the evalu-
ation of the diffraction forces more difficult, introducing damping
forces as the floater drifts on the horizontal plane. As a conse-
quence, the assessment of the accuracy of the QTF computations
must be performed indirectly, from the amplitudes of drift recorded
for each frequency Du. Being a resonant problem, this assessment
also depends on the consideration of the motion damping.

An example of the motions observed in the bichromatic wave
tests was presented in Fig. 19, in which it can be easily seen that,
besides the motions in the wave frequencies, there is a slow
oscillation of the model in the frequency difference (u1�u2).
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For the analysis of the QTF, the second-order RAOs for surge
motion (jX1j/A1 A2) were derived for each frequency pair and the
result is depicted in Fig. 23. In this figure, the RAOs are plotted
against the first wave frequency (u1, values in full scale). All the
results correspond to the same frequency difference, which is close
to the surge natural frequency of the floating platform (Du ¼ un).
Fig. 23 also presents a set of second-order surge RAOs obtained
from WAMIT with the full second-order QTFs and considering
different levels of surge damping. For the computation of these
RAOs, the damping factor was kept constant for all the other de-
grees of freedom.

The analysis of the results indicates that considering an equiv-
alent linearized damping factor in the range between 10% and 15%
of the critical damping leads to a fair agreement between experi-
mental and numerical predictions of the slow-drift motion ampli-
tudes. This is more evident for frequencies u1 above 0.8 rad/s
(roughly meaning wave periods below 8.0s), when the wave
reflection on the hull becomes more pronounced and, conse-
quently, the drift motions tend to increase. It is true that discrep-
ancies seem to rise for frequencies above 1.0 rad/s, but this can be
justified by the larger uncertainties involved in the analysis of these
cases. In fact, it must be reminded that, with shorter waves, also the
mean excursions increase in this frequency range (see Fig. 22),
making the effectiveness of the simplified models adopted to
represent the mooring effects in Eqs. (10) and (11) less certain. The
variability in the high frequency results is thus connected to level of
uncertainty also observed in the peak values of the mean drifts in
Fig. 22, which happen for similar wave periods.

It should be mentioned that the amplitudes of slow-drift ex-
cursions for most of the bichromatic tests with u1 >0:8 rad/s are
over 1 m (in full scale). It is interesting to observe that the damping
range predicted for such amplitudes reported in Section 4.2.1 (be-
tween 10 and 15%) is in fact consistent with the one that guarantees
a good adjustment between numerical predictions and bichromatic
wave tests. This fact confirms that the aforementioned damping
range is also representative for the problem of the floater in waves
and, for this reason, it will be considered in the analysis of the
irregular wave tests.

4.5. Response spectra in irregular wave tests

Tests with the floatermoored by the catenarymooring system in
several irregular wave conditions were performed at the CEHIPAR
wave basin. Peak periods Tp ranged from 9.0s to 16s and were
Fig. 23. Second-order surge RAO obtained from bichromatic wave tests and numerical
estimations considering different (linearized) damping levels.
combined with different values of significant wave heights Hs. Po-
wer spectra were generated according to a conventional JONSWAP
model.

In general, the lower the peak period, the more intense the
slow-drift amplitudes measured in the tests. For this reason, the
results in this section will be presented with waves sorted in a
descending order of Tp.

As mentioned before, only bow wave conditions were tested,
and thus the results will comprise only surge, heave and pitch
motions (it was verified that all other motions were indeed negli-
gible). The analysis of the results is based on the agreement be-
tween experimental motion spectra (derived from the motion
records) and those predicted by the numerical model (computed
according to Eqs. (5)e(7). Comparisons are made both at a spectral
level and considering significant statistical parameters.

Again, since the analysis depends on the motions of the floater,
the choice of the damping level to be considered in the numerical
model becomes a critical issue, especially for the computation of
the slow-drift amplitudes. With this in mind, all the numerical
predictions concerning the surgemotions will be presented for two
different values of linearized (external) damping, namely z ¼ 10%
and z ¼ 15%. This is done in order to provide a typical range of
fluctuation of the numerical predictions. As already discussed,
these damping limits are consistent with the estimations obtained
from decay tests (Section 4.2) and bichromatic wave tests (Section
4.4.2). Heave and pitch motions were both computed considering a
damping factor of 7%.

Moreover, predictions of motion spectra were always computed
considering the wave power spectrum derived from the wave-
probe records obtained in the wave calibration tests, instead of
employing the theoretical JONSWAP spectrum based on the
required (Hs, Tp). By following this procedure, eventual discrep-
ancies between theoretical and experimental wave spectra will not
affect the level of agreement observed between predicted motions
and those effectively measured in the tests.

First-order motion spectra were obtained with two different
approaches: in the first one, the first-order RAOs were computed in
WAMIT considering all couplings between motions already dis-
cussed in Section 2; in the second approach, on the other hand, the
motion spectrum for each d.o.f. was computed using the RAOs
obtained when all couplings are disregarded. Results for both ap-
proaches are presented in Figs. 24e26. As discusses before, these
effects have a somewhat large influence on the first-order pitch
motions. For surge and heave, nonetheless, the improvement that is
obtained when including the coupling effects is much smaller. One
should remind that the uncoupled approach is used for computing
the second-order force spectrum with the white-noise
approximation.

In addition, an explanation regarding the different models
adopted for computing the slow-drift motions is necessary. The
results were obtained with three different models, namely: the full
second-order QTF matrix obtained with WAMIT (indicated by “Full
QTF” in the figures); Newman's approximation (indicated by
“Newman app.” or NA) and white-noise approach (denoted by
“WN”). The hypothesis involved in these two approximations and
their theoretical basis were discussed previously in Section 2.

For the full second-order computations, the QTFs were
computed for a range of difference-frequencies (du ¼ u1 � u2)
between 0.025 rad/s and 0.20 rad/s (corresponding to wave group
periods varying roughly from 30s to 250s).

The second-order surge spectra computed with the full second-
order QTFs and Newman's approximation are shown in
Figs. 24e26, respectively for seas with peak periods Tp of 10, 12 and
15s. Thesewave conditions were selected as being representative of
the whole range of irregular waves tested.



Fig. 24. Motion Spectra for surge (top), heave (left) and pitch (right). Hs ¼ 3.0 m, Tp ¼ 15s. Experimental spectrum (blue); First-order spectra: decoupled analysis (black), coupled
analysis (black dashed). Second-order surge spectra: from QTFs (red), from Newman's approximation (green) (z ¼ 10% dashed lines, z ¼ 15% solid lines). (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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It is clear from the pictures that the slow-drift motions become
much more pronounced as the peak period decreases from 15s
(Fig. 24) to 10s (Fig. 26). Moreover, the variability obtained in the
slow-drift spectra when considering a typical range of damping
from 10% (dashed lines) to 15% (solid lines) is also noticeable in the
figures, illustrating the intrinsic uncertainty that is always involved
when dealing with the problem in the frequency-domain (and thus
depending on linearized damping estimates). Regarding the
agreement between experimental and predicted second-order
spectra, the results indicate that the use of Newman's approxima-
tion leads to slow-drift energies that are somewhat smaller if
compared to those predicted with the full QTFs.

Although the spectral analysis illustrates the dynamics of the
problem and the agreements obtained, the comparisons are
certainly more objective if based on the spectral moments m0 and
on the amplitudes computed from them. Table 4 presents the mean
amplitudes of first and second-order surge motions, computed as
A ¼ 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m0

p
, for the corresponding parts of each spectrum. The table

also presents the main parameters of the wave spectrum for each
test (both required and estimated from the experimental wave
records) and a representative wave steepness based on the values
of Hs and Tp. One should notice that only the amplitudes calculated
with the coupledmodel, which is supposed to bemore accurate, are
included in the table.

The results on Table 4 confirm that the slow-drift tends to in-
crease as the peak period decreases. In general, the rise in the
amplitude values derived from the motion records (A2exp) is fol-
lowed closely by the numerical predictions obtained both from the



Fig. 25. Motion Spectra for surge (top), heave (left) and pitch (right). Hs ¼ 4.0 m, Tp ¼ 12s. Experimental spectrum (blue); First-order spectra: decoupled analysis (black), coupled
analysis (black dashed); Second-order surge spectra: from QTFs (red), from Newman's approximation (green) (z ¼ 10% dashed lines, z ¼ 15% solid lines). (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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full QTF and with the use of Newman's approximation. For the
latter, however, one may realize that the estimations are consis-
tently below those derived from the QTFs. For the floater under
analysis, therefore, this approximation may not be the best choice
for the mooring design, for it tends to generate less conservative
results.3

Another aspect of the results in Table 4 deserves attention:
Actually, one may realize that the errors in the estimations of first-
order surge amplitudes also seem to increase as the wave steepness
increases. This may happen due to variations in the mooring effects
associated with larger mean drifts and surge motions, which are
not correctly captured on a simplified linear analysis. Errors might
also be connected to the rise in KC numbers for the larger wave
3 It is interesting to notice that these results corroborate the previous analysis
presented in Ref. [21], based on experimental data obtained when the same model
platform was subjected to captive model tests in CEHIPAR.
amplitudes and, therefore, to possible viscous effects on the hy-
drodynamic exciting forces that are not accounted for in the
diffraction-radiation analysis.

The larger discrepancies observed on the first-order results for
the larger waves certainly raise some doubts regarding the uncer-
tainty in the comparisons of the slow-drift motions. However, it
must be emphasized that there is no evidence that effects such as
the ones mentioned above might have changed the second-order
results significantly. On the contrary, the variation of slow-drift
amplitudes observed in the tests seems to follow the theoretical
predictions closely, as one may deduce from Fig. 27. This figure
depicts the mean slow-drift amplitudes as a function of the wave
peak period for each test and the results attest that, in general, the
behavior of the second-order motions is consistent with the ex-
pectancies (one should notice that the x-axis in this figure merely
lists the different tests in a descending order of Tp, and some values
of peak periods were repeated in tests done with different wave
heights).



Fig. 26. Motion Spectra for surge (top), heave (left) and pitch (right): Hs ¼ 5.0 m, Tp ¼ 10s. Experimental spectrum (blue); First-order spectra: decoupled analysis (black), coupled
analysis (black dashed); Second-order surge spectra: from QTFs (red), from Newman's approximation (green) (z ¼ 10% dashed lines, z ¼ 15% solid lines). (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 4
Mean surge amplitudes obtained for the different irregular wave tests (SI units). First-order amplitudes (A1) obtained from experimental records (A1exp) and from WAMIT's
RAOs (A1num). Second-order amplitudes (A2) obtained from experimental records (A2exp) and fromnumerical models considering the QTFs and Newman's approximation (NA).

Hs Tp Steep (%) Hsexp Tpexp A1exp A1num A2exp A2num QTF A2num NA

z ¼ 15% z ¼ 10% z ¼ 15% z ¼ 10%

2.5 16 0.63 2.28 15.51 0.97 1.04 0.14 0.12 0.14 0.07 0.08
3.0 15 0.85 2.96 15.19 1.13 1.28 0.17 0.19 0.23 0.09 0.11
3.0 14 0.98 2.90 13.76 0.98 1.18 0.16 0.18 0.23 0.09 0.12
3.0 13 1.14 3.03 13.14 0.89 1.15 0.19 0.23 0.28 0.14 0.17
4.0 13 1.52 4.03 13.02 1.14 1.50 0.33 0.40 0.49 0.25 0.30
4.0 12 1.78 4.09 12.05 1.01 1.41 0.53 0.47 0.58 0.32 0.39
4.0 11 2.12 4.06 10.96 0.86 1.26 0.52 0.57 0.70 0.43 0.53
5.0 11 2.65 4.88 11.05 0.96 1.50 0.71 0.86 1.06 0.68 0.82
4.0 10 2.56 3.96 9.85 0.72 1.08 0.88 0.65 0.80 0.52 0.64
5.0 10 3.20 4.84 9.85 0.81 1.30 1.01 0.98 1.20 0.77 0.94
5.0 9 3.96 5.00 8.84 0.73 1.15 1.75 1.29 1.58 1.07 1.31
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Fig. 27. Graphical representation of the mean slow-drift amplitudes obtained in tests with different peak periods (Tp). Values according to the results in Table 4. NA stands for
Newman's approximation.

Fig. 28. Second-order Spectra for surge: Hs ¼ 4.0 m, Tp ¼ 12s. Experimental spectrum
(blue); from QTFs (red), from White Noise approximation (black) and from Newmans
approximation (green) (z ¼ 10% dashed lines, z ¼ 15% solid lines). (For interpretation of
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)

Table 5
Mean second-order surge amplitudes (A2) obtained for the different irregular wave
tests: from experimental records (A2exp); from numerical models considering the
QTF and White Noise approximation (WN).

Hs (m) Tp (s) A2exp (m) A2teo QTF (m) A2teo WN (m)

z ¼ 15% z ¼ 10% z ¼ 15% z ¼ 10%

2.50 16.00 0.14 0.12 0.14 0.11 0.14
3.00 15.00 0.17 0.19 0.23 0.18 0.22
3.00 14.00 0.16 0.18 0.23 0.19 0.23
3.00 13.00 0.19 0.23 0.28 0.23 0.29
4.00 13.00 0.33 0.40 0.49 0.41 0.51
4.00 12.00 0.53 0.47 0.58 0.48 0.59
4.00 11.00 0.52 0.57 0.70 0.58 0.71
5.00 11.00 0.71 0.86 1.06 0.87 1.07
4.00 10.00 0.88 0.65 0.80 0.66 0.81
5.00 10.00 1.01 0.98 1.20 1.00 1.22
5.00 9.00 1.75 1.29 1.58 1.30 1.59
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4.5.1. The use of the white-noise approximation
The use of Newman's approximation for estimating the slow-

drift forces is a quite expedite procedure that allows for a signifi-
cant reduction of the effort required to compute the difference-
frequency forces. It is also widespread and consolidated in the
analysis of deep-watermoored systemswith large resonant periods
in the horizontal plane (typically above 100s). For the platform
under analysis, however, the natural periods in surge and sway are
relatively small, and the agreement between the results obtained
with this approximation and those from the full QTFs is not as good,
as shown in the previous section.

One may still envisage, however, the use of the white-noise
approximation, since the main condition for this approach to be
accurate is simply that the second-order motion spectrum should
be narrow-banded. This condition is met due to the low damping
levels observed in the drift motions, typically below 15% of the
critical damping.

The present section brings an overview of the results obtained
with the white-noise approach, when computing the second-order
force spectrum according to Eq. (8). It should be reminded that the
main advantage here is that the QTFs only need to be computed for
pairs of frequencies with difference equal to the natural frequency
of the drift motion. Consequently, the computational effort and
time are largely reduced if compared to the computation of a full
QTF matrix.

In order to illustrate the level of agreement in terms of the slow-
drift motion spectrum, Fig. 28 presents a comparison of the second-
order surge spectra computed with the different methods for the
same test presented before in Fig. 25(a). Again, the results are ob-
tained for two different damping levels, 10% (dashed lines) and 15%
(solid lines) of the critical damping. One may realize that the
motion-spectra obtained with the white-noise approach agree very
well with the ones computed with the QTF matrix.

The overall agreement concerning the mean motion amplitudes
obtained for the whole set of irregular wave tests may be inferred
from the results in Table 5. The conditions are the same ones pre-
sented in Table 4, so part of the data is excluded in this case. The
results show that the agreement remains very good for all wave
periods and wave heights considered in the tests, the relative dif-
ferences with the amplitudes obtained from the QTFs being always
below 5%.
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Finally, the same results are presented in a graphical manner in
Fig. 29, once again showing that the results obtained with the two
different methods are almost indistinguishable.

Some additional comments regarding the use of thewhite-noise
approach are necessary: First, one should remind that the white-
noise approach still requires the computation of part of the QTF
matrix. In the results shown above, the QTFs employed were those
computed from WAMIT without considering any simplifications
(the full second-order approach discussed in Sections 2 and 3).
Nonetheless, it was shown in Section 3 that the QTFs obtained
when the second-order potential was disregarded were also quite
accurate. If employed as an alternative in the white-noise estima-
tions, they would certainly lead to almost the same results. In this
way, the gains obtained regarding the computational model would
be even more remarkable, since not only fewer elements of the QTF
matrix need to be computed, but also they can be computed
without the need for modeling the free-surface.

Furthermore, the conditions for the white-noise approach seem
to be less restrictive if compared to the ones for the Newman's
approximation, since such approach does not involve, in principle,
any restrictions concerning the water depth nor the natural fre-
quencies of motion. The condition that the drift resonances occur
under small damping levels seems to be met quite generally.

Finally, it must be said that the white noise approach adopted in
the present work follows the procedure proposed in Ref. [34],
which requires the use of the second-order force spectrum (Eq. (7))
and a decoupled transfer function of motion. However, Rezende
et al. [43] have later proposed a somewhat different procedure
when analyzing the resonant roll motions of an FLNG. In this case,
instead of the force spectrum, the second-order force (QTF) was
considered constant, and the authors also reported good results
when following this approach. Although this procedure was not
tested for the present results and the analysis in Ref. [43] concerned
a very different floating system, this might be an additional alter-
native for simplifying the slow-drift computations.
5. Conclusions

A detailed investigation on the numerical estimations of the
slow-drift forces of the HiPRWind platform was done. For this, an
experimental campaign was conducted in two different facilities.
Fig. 29. Graphical representation of the mean slow-drift amplitudes obtained in tests with d
White-Noise approximation.
Both a horizontal elastic mooring and a catenary (chain) mooring
were employed. The whole campaign comprised tests in regular,
bichromatic and irregular waves. Wind effects have not been
introduced in this phase of the research.

The numerical modeling has been carried out with the fre-
quency domain solver WAMIT, and several options for evaluating
the slow-drift forces were considered and tested against the
experimental measurements. These options included approxima-
tions of the second-order diffraction forces, namely the one that
disregards the effect of the second-order potential in the compu-
tations, the Newman's approximation, and the so-called white-
noise approach. All of them lead to significant reductions of the
effort and time required for performing the computations, but not
all of them proved appropriate for the present design conditions.
Moreover, since the confrontations between estimations and
experimental measurements were mostly based on the drift mo-
tions, the results were evaluated considering a reasonable uncer-
tainty in the damping levels.

In general, the results showed that:

1. First-order motions were accurately modeled considering the
damping obtained from decay tests. Mean-drift forces in regular
wave tests were also reasonably well predicted;

2. The slow-drift amplitudes predicted for different frequency
pairs follow closely the trend observed in bichromatic wave
tests. A reasonable agreement of the amplitudes was obtained
for damping levels that were within the expected range, thus
increasing the confidence on the numerical predictions. The
same damping range was subsequently considered for the
analysis of all the irregular wave tests;

3. Regarding the analysis of the slow-drift motions in irregular
wave conditions, the predictions based on the full QTFs have
shown a good agreement with the amplitudes observed in the
model-tests;

4. The use of Newman's approximation led to an underestimation
of the slow-drifts, indicating that this may not be the best option
for the mooring design. It is supposed that the main reason for
this lies in the relatively low natural periods of the horizontal
excursions of the present design (around 75 s in surge), conse-
quence of a somewhat stiff mooring system.
ifferent peak periods (Tp). Values according to the results in Table 5. WN stands for the
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5. The white-noise approach was also tested, considering that the
second-order force spectrum is constant when computing the
motion spectra. In this analysis, the surgemotionwas decoupled
from the other motions. Good results were achieved, with very
small discrepancies compared to those obtained with the full
QTF matrix. The use of this approach reduces the computational
time substantially, requiring elements only in one diagonal of
the QTF matrix;

6. The QTF values obtained when disregarding the second-order
potential were very close to those obtained with the full
second-order solution. Since the quadratic part of the QTF can be
computed without the need to model the free-surface, this
alternative may also lead to important savings in computational
time. Furthermore, one should remember that guaranteeing the
numerical convergence for the solution of the second-order
problem is not a trivial task. In this case, therefore, not only
time is saved, but also the robustness of the numerical model is
ultimately improved.

In general, the results obtained in this campaign have shown
that the slow-drifts observed in the model tests werewell captured
by the radiation-diffraction model for the whole range of peak
periods tested, provided that a proper damping calibration was
made. The selection of approximations for computing the QTFs
must be done cautiously, observing especially the stiffness of the
mooring system (natural periods) and the eventual effects of
restricted water depths. Nonetheless, it was shown that with the
use of an appropriate approximation, in particular the white noise
one, the efforts involved in the numerical modeling and the
computational time can be reduced substantially without a sig-
nificant loss of accuracy.

It is important to highlight that, even though this methodology
has been here systematically applied only in the context of a
particular case study (a floater for a 1.5 Mw turbine), the analysis
could be replicated for a more powerful one, in particular the 5e8
Mw designs that are under development at the moment. Indeed,
the proposed improvements may have substantial impact on how
slow-drift motions are treated in floating offshore wind turbine
industry during design phase, leading to a change on the existing
paradigm of either using Newman's or cumbersome full QTF
computations to predict such motions.

The influence of wind effects has not been investigated up to
this point. Besides increasing the mean drift, wind will probably be
responsible for an increase of the drift damping, with an impact on
the amplitude of the slow-drift motions. Benchmarking experi-
mental tests including both wind and waves, as those expected for
the OC5 program, will certainly be very important for verifying the
behavior of the second-order dynamics in this more complex
scenario.
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